The Jolivet Family
In 1926 Jolivet Family—father Louis, son
Lucien— entered the world of wine. This
date marks the establishment of the Jolivet
and Son wine merchant company. Until
then Louis and Lucien had succeeded one
another as cellar masters of Château de
Tracy, which is located in the Pouilly-Fumé
appellation in France’s Loire Valley. Louis
and Lucien used to select the grapes, buy
in bulk, and bottle and sell the wines over
the Sancerre area.
In 1982 Jacques, the son of Lucien,
founded his own beverage distributing
company: Les Grands Vins du Val de
Loire. As a passionate wine master, he
encourages his eldest son, Pascal, then
22, to work as a sales agent of the Maison

Pommery Champagne house. Nowadays,
Pascal still represents Maison Pommery.
In that same year Jacques asks Pascal to
run Les Grands Vins du Val de Loire.
In 1986 Gérard Boyer—a close friend to
Pascal and one of his very first customers
as the three-star chef of the restaurant Les
Crayères in Reims in Champagne—urges
Pascal to set up his own wine brand under
his own name.

Pascal Jolivet : The
beginning
In 1987 Pascal as a wine maker and
merchant creates the «Pascal Jolivet»
brand. To facilitate this development

and produce his own range of wines,
Pascal builds a brand new winery in 1990.
Inspired by Champenois facilities that he
knew so well, Jolivet’s wine-making cellar
in Sancerre is equipped with temperaturecontrolled stainless steel tanks; the
facilities are state-of-the-art.
In 1990 Pascal Jolivet as yet owns no
vines. However, contrary to then-current
winemaking practices, but integral to his
pursuit of launching his own style based on
100% indigenous yeasts and natural winemaking operations, in 1991 he appoints
Jean Luc Soty, a young oenologist.
In 1993, Jacques Jolivet suggests Pascal
acquire from their cousins a beautiful
vineyard of six hectares (15 acres), which
is located in the greatest terroirs of BuéenSancerre: Le Chêne Marchand, Le Grand
Chemarin and La Plante des Prés. And so

it was that Domaine Pascal Jolivet was
born!
In 1995, the first Pouilly Fumé vineyard
of 6.5 hectares (16 acres) was bought
in Tracy-sur-Loire. Reporting on Jolivet’s
Sancerre vintages from 1995 and 1996,
Wine Spectator magazine twice ranks
Pascal Jolivet’s white Sancerre among the
top 100 best wines of the year, a remarkable
back-to-back achievement.

The growth of Pascal
Jolivet
Encouraged by these successes, a new
cellar was built in 2000, using the natural,
efficient effects of gravity, from harvesting
the grapes to the bottling of the wine.
The estate continued to expand. Today, it

covers 42 hectares (104 acres) in Sancerre
and eight hectares (20 acres) in Pouillysur- Loire. These 50 hectares (125 acres)
produce 50% of the whole domain; 50%
has been sourced from faithful growers
loyal to Pascal Jolivet since the 1980s.
Over the years, Pascal has developed
his own much recognizable, pure and
elegant style of wines. Pascal practices
a biodynamic winemaking, which, in
viticultural terms, views the farm as a
cohesive, interconnected living system;
such practices extend from the vineyard
to the careful handling of the fruit postharvest in the winery. In Jolivet’s winery
folllowing harvest, vinification begins
with light must settling followed by juice
fermentation with indigenous yeasts; next
maturation on lees is fundamental for the
concentration and the complexity of all

Jolivet wines. The process is extremely
natural and the slow fermentations nourish
and sustainably stabilise the wines using
very low levels of sulphur.

A singular identity
Over the years the uniqueness of Jolivet
wines is due to constant attention to
detail. In 2013 following the departure
of Jean Luc Soty (he moved back to
his family in Macon and work now in a
laboratory), Pascal hires a young and
talented oenologist, Valentina Buoso,
who has carried out in-depth research on
indigenous yeasts. Through such work,
Pascal aims to enhance the fruit character
in his wines, along with their elegance
and precision. The initiative is a success.

Valentina has done a remarkable job since
her first vintage in 2013. The Sancerre wine
is extremely pure and refined, with a highly
praised, subtle character. Jolivet’s Pouilly
Fumé wines, in contrast to Sancerre, are
full-bodied and rich in character. Both
Sancerre and Pouilly Fumé are vivid and
well-integrated.
In 2016, continuing his quest to attain
ultimate authenticity in his wines, Pascal
launches a partnership with Dauny family.
Pioneering organic viticulture from 1966
on, Benoit Dauny is given supervision over
the 50 hectares of the Domaine by Pascal,
who relies on his 50 years of organicviticultural experience. Henceforth, the
Domaine will produce organic grapes.
«Crafting a wine is a great outlet to become
creative, a kind of art that asks us to listen
to mother nature to better perceive and

understand her messages. Magic happens
while grapes are transformed into juice,
then into wine and gives back to the terroir
its nobility,» says Pascal Jolivet
on his 50 years of organic viticulture
experience. Henceforth, the domaine will
produce organic grapes.
«Crafting a wine is a great outlet to become
creative, a kind of art which appeal to listen
to mother nature to better perceive and
understand its messages. Magic happens
while grapes are transformed into juice,
then into wine and gives back to the terroir
its nobility.» says Pascal Jolivet.

Our Signature Range
fh
The style of our Signature range is the result of a
meticulous work based on gravity, from collecting
grapes at harvest to vinification to bottling. The
combination of the various terroirs: limestone, clay and
flint. 100% indigenous yeasts and slow fermentations
confer unique finesse and minerality with an extremely
well-integrated acidity.

SANCERRE
Each grape is sorted during the harvest; we
work by gravity to respect the natural flow of
the juice within vinification process. A light
pressing is done to preserve the integrity of the
fruit. Terroirs are blended: 50% limestone, 30%
limestone clay and 20% flint.
Each terroir is vinified separately in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks. Limestone
brings minerality and finesse. Limestone clay
enhances fruit and richness. Flint provides
structure and minerality.

Unique, rigorous, chic, timeless and divinely
good.
Serve at 10-11°C / 50-52°F

SANCERRE
BLANC
SANCERRE
RED

100% Pinot Noir, the grapes are sorted by
hand and then destemmed. 10 days of cold
maceration, the fermentation starts naturally
and lasts 12 to 15 days.
Natural vinification in thermo-regulated
stainless steel tanks. Chalky-clay soil.

Subtle, spicy, modern and chic.

Serve at 12-13°C / 54-56°F

SANCERRE ROSÉ

100% Pinot Noir, our Sancerre rosé is a
meticulous blend coming from direct press and
«saignée».
Natural vinification in thermo-regulated
stainless steel tanks. Chalky-clay soil.

Fruity, charming and chic.

Serve at 10-11°C / 50-52°F

POUILLY FUMÉ

Each grape is sorted when gathering the
harvest; we work by gravity to respect the natural
flow of the juice within vinification process. A
light pressing to preserve the quintessential
character of the fruit.
Terroirs are blended: 50% limestone, 30% flint
and 20% limestone clay.
Each terroir is vinified separately in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks. Limestone
brings minerality and finesse. Limestone clay
enhances fruitiness and richness. Flint provides
structure and minerality.
Masculine, fruity, timeless and complex.
Serve at 10-11°C / 50-52°F

Les Caillottes

~

Terres Blanches
fh
Each terroir contains its own identity for this pair of distinctive
wines.
With each wine, our «biodynamic winemaking» process will
bring out their respective qualities and style.
Our Sancerre vineyard encompasses four terroirs, among
them three are dominant: limestone (40% of the appellation),
limestone clay (40% of the appellation), flint (15% of the
appellation) and Griottes (5% in Bué and Crézancy-enSancerre). These two wines express respectively: the limestone
properties in Sancerre and limestone-clay properties in Pouilly
Fumé.

SANCERRE

« LES CAILLOTTES »

We practice meticulous parcel-by-parcel
selection among our vineyards and a blending of
limestone and griottes terroirs. Les Caillotes is
the name given to Kimmeridgian limestone; this
terroir represents 1/3 of all Sancerre’s vineyard.
This ever-iconic wine presents a cherished style
and energy. The greatest vintages can age for
more than 30 years!
Vivid, fresh, mineral and very elegant.

Serve at 10-11°C / 50-52°F

POUILLY FUMÉ
« TERRES BLANCHES »

Issued from a careful selection of our Domaine;
the terroir is 100% clay-limestone. The Terre
Blanches is the name given to Kimmeridgian
marls (clay-limestone), this terroir represents
40% of Pouilly Fumé’s entire vineyard.
This wine offers richness, wonderful fruit along
with beautiful fine aromas.
Its complexity and minerality will perfectly
match with white meat as well as fish and
seafood.
Serve at 10-11°C / 50-52°F

Les Parcellaires
fh
Unfortunately, there is neither ranking nor a crus
scale within the Sancerre appellation. Domaine Pascal
Jolivet has been built up over years, acquiring plots among
the best terroirs of Sancerre.
The grapes growing on these plots are harvested by hand.
They produce a highly concentrated juice, accompanied by
natural and indigenous yeasts, which trigger fermentation.
The maturation on fine lees lasts around six months.
The outstanding characteristics of each of these plots
strengthen the unique style of the Domaine’s wines.

SANCERRE

« CLOS DU ROY »

For this wine, we harvest 0.80 hectare (one
acre) out of a vineyard that covers 18 hectares
(44 acres) over the village of Crézancy-enSancerre.

Maturation on fine lees for 4 months in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks. An elegant and
fine emblematic Sancerre «cru».

Its clay-limestone terroir provides amazing
richness and complex minerality.

Serve at 11-12°C / 52-54°F

SANCERRE

« LE CHÊNE MARCHAND »

We exploit 1.84 hectares (4.5 acres) out of a
vineyard that covers 26 hectares (64 acres)
over the village of Bué. Higher up and featuring
southern exposure, Le Chêne Marchand’s plot
shows more solar and richer traits than Le Clos
du Roy.
Maturated on fine lees for 5 months, in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks, this historical
«cru» of the appellation is vivid, velvet and mineral.

Minerality, freshness and salinity are well
extracted from the terroir of limestone.
Serve at 11-12°C / 52-54°F

SANCERRE RED
« LA BONDENOTTE »

We exploit 0.86 hectare (two acres) out of a
vineyard that covers 3 hectares (7.4 acres) over
the village of Bué. La Bondenotte is sourced
from Pinot Noir old vines planted on limestoneclay soils.
The crop is selected, sorted and destemmed
before being placed in vat. After a fortnight’s
maceration, the free-run juices are placed in
demi-muids (600 liter/180 gallon barrels) for
an eight-month maturation.
La Bondenotte is a profound, subtle and crisp
wine with a hint of spices.

Serve at 13-14°C / 55-57°F

SANCERRE

« LE GRAND CHEMARIN »

We exploit 1.4 hectares (3.5 acres) out of a
vineyard that covers 32 hectares (79 acres) over
the village of Bué. This plot, bought in 1993, was
the very first land acquisition of the domaine. It is
a gorgeous limestone southern exposed terroir.

Maturation on fine lees for 12 months in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks.

This exceptional «cru» is generous, profound,
complex with a great minerality.
Serve at 11-12°C / 52-54°F

SANCERRE
« LE ROC »

We exploit 2.01 hectares (five acres) out of
a magic vineyard that covers 9 hectares (22
acres) over the village of Saint-Satur. Flint terroir
represents 15% of Sancerre appellation and Le
Roc might be its ultimate reference. It is also
the very last land acquisition of the domaine in
2011.
The wine is vinified in a 7hl (184 gallon) vertical
ovoid tanks, in demi-muids and in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks. Maturation on
fine lees for 12 months.
Its magic terroir confers a remarkable complexity
and an unbelievable minerality to the wine. Let
it breathe when opening.
Serve at 11-12°C / 52-54°F

SANCERRE
« LA CÔTE »

We exploit 1.56 hectares (3.8 acres) out of a
26 hectares (64 acres) plot over the village of
Crézancy-en Sancerre (Champtin hamlet). A
limestone soil on clay ground.

Maturation on fine lees for 12 months in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks.

The mouth is round, complex and very mineral.
The finish reveals a pleasant salinity.
Serve at 11-12°C / 52-54°F

Pure Expression
fh
Each vine stock is nourished by each terroir’s
particularity, and then it is the matter of the
winemaker to accomplish his own craft and
know-how. These two wines are the result of a philosophy,
an ethic and, overall, the expression of two great terroirs.

SANCERRE
« SAUVAGE »

Sauvage is issued from a careful selection of
parcels out of 2 hectares (five acres) of limestone
located in the Champtin hamlet and Bué-enSancerre. Those old vines, managed under an
organic viticultural process, produce exceptional
grapes and extremely pure and concentrated
juice.
Sauvage—aptly named—is matured on fine lees
for 12 months in thermo-regulated stainless steel
tanks. Neither filtration nor cold passage before
bottling.
This wine is stamped by its great freshness,
vividness, complexity and a saline finish. Pour the
wine into a carafe to let it expand its rich aromas.
Serve at 11-12°C / 52-54°F

SANCERRE

« SAUVAGE » PINOT NOIR

Sauvage Pinot Noir is issued from carefully
selected parcels of Pinot Noir old vines planted in
Bué in 1952. The most beautiful plots are located
in this area. The vines grow perfectly well on this
very mineral clay-limestone soil.

Vinification and maturation in demi-muids for 15
months, no filtration before bottling.

Sauvage Pinto Noir is the expression of fruit
along with spicy touch, typical of Sancerre area.
The mouth is full, concentrated, ends with finesse
and great elegance.
Serve at 13-14°C / 55-57°F

POUILLY FUMÉ
« INDIGÈNE »

Indigène—a wine blended from a meticulous
parcel-by-parcel selection of Sauvignon Blanc
old vines planted on a pure flinty soil—lies in the
heart of the village of Tracy-sur-Loire.
Maturation on fine lees for 12 months in thermoregulated stainless steel tanks. Neither filtration
nor cold passage before bottling. Indigène was
given its name because of the indigenous yeasts
contained in the grapes.
This powerful and full-bodied wine offers
minerality, finesse and elegance. The nose reveals
the typical gun-flint scent of the flinty terroir in
Pouilly. A great wine.
Serve at 11-12°C / 52-54°F

«The talent and the taste are not enough, only the style matters»

Pierre Cardin

Domaine Pascal Jolivet
Route de Chavignol - 18300 Sancerre
•
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info@pascal-jolivet.com
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www.pascal-jolivet.com
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